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at this juncture; for in the following year an empty treasury
compelled Francis Joseph to look on helplessly while Victor
Emmanuel annexed the Duchies and the Romagna in
defiance of the terms agreed upon at Villafranca and Zurich
(§ 133).
§ 136. prussia and her army.—In Prussia future events
were also casting their shadows before—but in a very different
direction. In 1857, Frederick William IV became insane, and
he died a year or two later. His brother William, who became
first Regent and later King, was a frank and simple-minded
soldier to whom all political trickery was abhorrent. He had
all the Hohenzollern faith in Divine Right, and detested the
Constitution set up by his brother in 1850; but as long as it was
the law of the land he loyally tried to carry it out. He allowed
free elections to the Reichstag, and appointed a liberal ministry
under Prince Hohenlohe in accordance with the " Progressive "
majority elected to it.
But he had little interest in the business of government
except in so far as it affected the army. In his boyhood he had
taken part in the Campaign of France, and his whole outlook
on life was coloured by his absorption in soldiering. He
seldom appeared out of uniform even in his domestic circle.
The task of building up the strength and efficiency of the
Prussian army was to him a sacred duty, to which he devoted
laborious nights and days. When in 1859 ^e (*ame to the
support of Austria by collecting an army corps on the Rhine
(§ *33)i tne process of mobilisation showed up shortcomings
which he had long suspected. The military system invented
for Prussia by Scharnhorst during the Napoleonic Wars had
become out of date. By that system every able-bodied Prussian
was supposed to serve three years with the colours, followed by
two years in the Reserve; after which he was a member of the
Landwekr, or Second Reserve, for another fourteen years. But
since then the population had increased by 50 per cent., while
the cadres (regimental organisations for training recruits) hac?

